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The need for training in corporations is a growing concern.  Training allows
employees to obtain the knowledge and skills needed to perform their jobs to comply
with the company expectations.  Properly trained employees help companies perform
effectively and efficiently.  Kell Container is a corrugated sheet plant that employs
approximately 150 people and serves statewide accounts.  Kell has taken much pride in
the quality of their products and their employees.  This study will identify the current
state of existing training programs and additional training programs that should be
implemented at Kell Container Corporation.

An interpretive approach was used in this study, and interviewing was used as the

data collection technique.  Managers, Supervisors, and Team Leaders were interviewed

asking about the current training that they administer to their employees, what

improvements to these programs they would like to see, and what additional training

programs that they would like to see implemented.  A total of 24 people participated in

the study:  3 executives, 5 managers, 8 supervisors, and 8 team leaders.
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Based upon the feedback the results are tabulated into the overall organizational chart and

recommendations were identified.  The organizational chart will identify overall common

training needs for all employees as well as specific technical training improvements for

certain departments within the company.

Overall results of the interview indicated seven focus areas in which training

should be improved or implemented at Kell Container.  Listed below are the following

results by the researcher listed in a prioritized order:

1. Employee Orientation – 23%

2. Technical & Non Technical – 23%

3. Customer Relations – 17%

4. Computer Skills – 15%

5. Line Supervision – 10%

6. Communication – 6%

7. Safety – 6%
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The need for training in corporations is a growing concern.  Training allows
employees to obtain the knowledge and skills needed to perform their jobs to comply
with the company expectations.  Properly trained employees help companies perform
effectively and efficiently.  Kell Container is a corrugated sheet plant that employs
approximately 136 people and serves statewide accounts.  Kell Container has taken much
pride in the quality of their products and their employees.  This study will identify the
current state of existing training programs, improvements that should be made and
additional training programs that should be implemented at Kell Container Corporation.
Statement of the Problem

Evaluations of training programs have been done on an individual or department

basis.   No real evaluation has been done for the company as a whole to formalize and

structure existing training programs as well as to identify new training needs.

Purpose of the Study
This needs assessment will help focus on the identification and prioritization of

the training needs at Kell Container Corporation.  The needs assessment findings will
help to develop a more structured plan for training within the organization.  In addition,
this study will identify training programs which are currently taking place, recommend
improvements to these programs, and suggest implementing new training programs for
the employees.  This study will help Kell Container to develop more structured programs,
be more consistent in the delivery of the programs, and ensure that all employees are
obtaining the necessary training.
Significance of the Study

This study will determine the team leaders, supervisors, managers, and
executive’s knowledge and awareness of the current training taking place, the different
delivery styles & resource materials, and consistencies of implementation to their
employees.  Once again no formalized training plan is given to any one individual or
department.
Methodology

This study focuses on an overall organization assessment of the training needs at
Kell Container Corporation.  This will be determined through personal interviews.  The
results of the interview will be tabulated into an organizational chart identifying the
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specific training needs per department as well as the common training programs that will
need to be structured to all employees company wide.

The proceeding study will discuss the review literature and background on the
current and past training administered by Kell Container, the method of study, results
from the interviewed participants and recommendation from the major findings.
Assumptions of the Study

This study does make assumptions as to the content of current training programs
being sufficient and administered to all the necessary employees.  Results may identify
improvements that are needed to these programs and recommendations for additional
training opportunities.   It will be assumed that the researcher will be able to identify
department training needs as well as overall organizational training needs.
Limitations

Kell Container within the last five years has almost doubled business as well as
the number of employees.   With this companies extreme growth over a short period of
time many of the participants in this study are new to their position.  This does put
limitations to the validity and awareness of the training that has taken place in the past as
well as the knowledge of what training resources are available.  Once again training has
existed but no formalized programs were ever developed.  Another limitation will be the
small sample size from the second and third shifts compared to the first shift participants.
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 CHAPTER TWO
Review of Literature

Needs assessment is research that focuses on the identification and prioritization
of training needs (May, 1989).  Particularly in industries undergoing rapid change, the
need to sort, add, discard, and ultimately integrate new knowledge and skills with that
which was learned yesterday is a challenging task ( Schneider, 1994).  Kell Container
Corporation has dramatically grown over the past five years and this study is extremely
important to help identify the training needs for this organization.  Training has always
played some role within the company but due to the small size no real formalization or
structured training plan was ever developed.  Now that the company has nearly double in
size over the past few years a strategic goal was recently addressed to review the current
training needs of the company and to implement a plan for the future.

Historical Perspective
Kell, a family owned operation, started by Paul E. Kell on April 1, 1964 as an

independent supplier of corrugated products is now known as one of the leading

independent sheet plants in the United States.

Today Kell Container Corporation is run by Paul’s three sons Mike, Tom, and

John Kell.  Kell is known as a reliable source of high quality shipping containers for

business and industry.  It produces about nineteen million square feet of corrugated sheets

per month.

At Kell, a great deal of emphasis is placed on customer satisfaction, not only

through high quality craftsmanship, but also on prompt and reliable delivery.  Kell

currently serves 1,400 customers in a 175-mile radius of the plant.  Client’s orders range

in size from 25 containers to over 50,000 containers.  The most common types of

customers that use our products are cheese manufacturers, shoe suppliers, and home and

automotive suppliers.  In addition to basic corrugated containers, Kell also produces
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specialty items as pizza boxes, inner packing, corrugated and chip partitions, and point of

purchase displays.

Kell’s production area has several high tech computerized machines.  Each

machine has a specific unique function that allows us to print various packaging options.

For example, the Jumbo 2-color Flexo printer slotter allows us to produce extra large

capacity box sizes.  Our two color Rotary die cutter allows us to manufacture die cut

products with tighter tolerances and faster run speeds.  Our Post folder gluer allows us to

produce a wide range of specialty boxes.  In addition, our newest machine, Cuir

Rotaflexo, which is a five-color press will allow us to produce high quality graphic

printing on our containers.

In Kell’s traffic and warehouse area all finished products units are banded and

labeled to our customer specifications.  In addition, Kell Container’s own fleet of trucks

completes the ability to supply product quickly and efficiently to our customers.

Satisfying customers and continuous productivity are top priorities at Kell;

however our employees are also of great value in contributing to our successful business.

Team work and dedication from support personnel and production workers has always

been a continuous effort at Kell Container.

Integration of Training
Kell Container has recognized the need to increase their investment in training to

cope with the changing competitive pressures development in which the corrugated
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industries experiences.  The first step taken is the organizational assessment of their

training needs.

The overall assessment of training needs involves taking a broad view of the

organizational objective methods of operating, basic resources, and the quality and

effectiveness of it’s workforce (Darling, 1993).  This is a crucial part to the training

process.  Many times it seems that needs assessments are more difficult then it needs to

be or viewed as an expensive was to resolve organizational problems.  A training needs

assessment, however, looks specifically for organizational training needs.  But most

important:  it does not assume that training is in fact needed until the need is clearly

proven (Leatherman, 1990).  This can help to reassure that training dollars are not

foolishly spent.

According to Schneier, training has traditionally been supported for two reasons:

1. It shows employees that the organization cares about them and

provides opportunities for growth and advancement.

2. Management believes that training does make a difference (even if no

one has determined how much).

These two reasons have been sufficient to sustain training departments. (p.209)

Kell Container is currently considering using the overall assessment to help

determine what direction the company may need to take to enhance the training

movement.  They may consider placing a larger training responsibility on the human

resource department or consider a part-time training position opportunity.
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Why Conduct A Training Needs Assessment?
The training needs assessment is the basic building block to an effective training

and development program.  The assessment will not only identify performance

deficiencies, it will help to design internal and external programs as well as provides

criteria for effective evaluations.  While conducting the assessment it is always important

to analyze whether the situation is a performance problem and if training is a valid

solution.  Not all problems will be resolved through training.

The purpose of a needs assessment is to identify performance problems and

determine if training is a valid solution.  A need is the difference between what is and

what should be.  This assessment will identify the current state of existing training

programs and what additional training is needed to improve performance and quality.

There is no exact step-by-step process to a needs assessment.  Assessments must

be developed unique to the intent of the study.  However there are common steps which

should be included in the development as follows:

1. Identify the Purpose

•  Reason
•  Focus/Topic
•  Scope
•  Politics

2. Identify Information Needs
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•  Current Status
•  Desired/Required Level
•  Setting/Environment
•  Cost Factor

3. Identify Target Population(s)

4. Gather Needs Assessment Data

•  Select Sampling
•  Select/Develop Data-Collection Instrument
•  Collect Data

5. Analyze Data-Identify Needs

•  Process Data
•  Run Analysis
•  Total Groups
•  Total Subgroups

6. Report Results

•  Written
•  Oral

Once implemented, the training needs assessment should be constantly monitored,

redefined, and updated as needed.  Training and development programs need to be

evaluated periodically to determine if they are achieving desired results (Public

Personnel Management, 1988).

Why is Training Needs Assessments Avoided?
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Companies often avoid performing assessments due to skepticism about

the effectiveness of a TNA.  Also a time factor and administrative costs play a big

part in conducting an effective assessment.  Many companies do not find the time

and cost justified.

Carr (1992) stated the following three points worth remembering:

1. The primary isn’t a lot of training; it’s a lot of learning for the least

amount of money.

2. The goal of this learning is improved performance, never anything

less.

3. The performance of individuals depends on what makes sense to them

to do in specific situations.  What makes sense, in turn, is based on

what workers know and know how to do, what they have the means to

do, what they have a motive to do, and the quality of the feedback they

get.  Improving their performance means changing one or more factors

so that better performance is what makes sense to them.  Smart

training is a key part of this. (p.20)
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CHAPTER THREE

Methods & Procedures

The method and procedures used in this study of a training needs assessment

within Kell Container are explained in this chapter.  The following headings are

discussed:  method of study, sample selection, instrumentation, procedures followed, and

method of analysis.

Method of Study

An interview was the method used in this study to collect information.  This

approach is designed to obtain in depth data attached to the topic of study and is intended

to see nonverbal behaviors that may give clues to additional questions that may enhance

the effectiveness of this study.  Executives, managers, supervisors and team leaders were

individually asked questions during a private interview about the current training

processes; the questions were designed to uncover the current state of training programs

and give individuals an opportunity to express ideas of new training for the future.  The

researcher developed.   This was an overall organizational assessment; therefore the

questions were developed not only to examine the current state of the training programs

but also to explore the process, the state of acceptance, and who accepts the primary

responsibility for implementing training at Kell Container.  The guide was developed to

be open ended questions to allow as much feedback on the topic as possible.
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Sample Selection

The Human Resource director wanted this study to reflect information from the
upper four levels of management.  As the researcher I agreed that this group of
individuals would be able to reflect the best information needed for the overall
organizational assessment.  A total of 24 people participated in the study: 3 executives, 5
managers, 8 supervisors, and 8 team leaders.  The executives and managers are the most
involved with coordinating training programs in the company.  It was important though to
capture the thoughts of the supervisors and team leaders to get more input about the
feeling of the employees.
Instrumentation

Each participant received an interview guide one day prior to his or her scheduled

appointment.  These guides asked questions about characteristics of current training

programs specific to their department and their individual role in the training process.

The responses from the questions would help to identify the current state of existing

training programs and assist in identifying inconsistencies in the content of these

programs.  Recommendations for improvements would be more obvious based on any

discrepancies between the responses.  The interview guide is shown in Figure 1.  Most of

the questions centered around roles, preparation, plans, tools, incentives, and cross

training.  Figure 2 shows the expected results from the collected data.

Interview Guide
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1.  Please identify any people related issues or problems in your
department/area.

2.  Please identify any OJT related issues or problems in your
department/areas.

3.  Please identify the three most important (urgent) staff training needs and
explain why.

4.  Please identify three most important (urgent) training needs that you have
and explain why.

5.  What current training programs exist in your department and do you have
any formal manuals or training itinerary?  If so, can you supply copies?

6.  What is really expected from training?

7.  Who should be accountable for training at Kell Container?  Briefly
describe your role in the training process.

8. How prevalent are errors/injuries/performance due to lack of training?

9.  How much time would you allocate to training & what time of the day
works best for your department?

10. Other thoughts or suggestions.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY SHOULD
IDENTIFY THE FOLLOWING

Figure 1. Interview Guide
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TRAINING NEEDS

•  The degree of acceptance/buy in for the training movement

•  The role that each of the interviewers play in training

•  Trainer selection process

•  Training needs per department

•  Training needs for the overall organization

•  Current training programs

Procedures Followed

The first step was creating a plan for the completion of this study, including a

timeline with completion dates.  Listed below were the steps taken to conduct this study:

Figure 2. Expected Results
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•  Identified a topic for the study.  The topic of a training needs assessment was chosen

based upon the strategic plan to examine the training needs for Kell Container by the

managers as well as the researchers interest in utilizing this opportunity to complete

the graduate requirements.

•  Submitted a proposal for the study and identified the selected interviewees to the

human resource department.  The proposal explained the study and proposed benefits,

and asked for consent in contacting the suggested interview groups.

•  Sent letters to each of the interviewees explaining the study, its proposed benefits,

and asking for their involvement.  This included a proposed interview time schedule

and locations.

•  Conducted interviews; interviews lasted an average of 45 minutes

•  Reviewed notes and formalized information into a document structure

Method of Analysis

Upon reviewing all notes from the sessions, individual sheets were sorted into

executives, managers, supervisors, and team leaders.  Responses were then listed

randomly for each question.  After responses were sorted and compiled, results ideally

would have been shared with participants to validate interpretations and findings.  Given

the time constraints of this study, the validation was not completed.  Each individual was

analyzed separately; in addition the data was analyzed by departments and across the four

populations.  Conclusions and recommendations were drawn based on the analysis of the

data collected.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Results and Discussion

An interpretive approach was used in this study.  This approach is designed to

uncover the meaning attached to the topic of study.  Interviewing was used as the data

collection technique.  Executives, managers, supervisors, and team leaders were asked

about the current training processes; the questions were designed to uncover the current

state of training programs experienced by those interviewed.

Interview responses were listed randomly for each question and summarized in

common responses.  Discussions around common themes within each population and

across the four populations will follow.

Interview Results & Findings
The interview results and findings for this study are listed in this section.  The

executives, managers, supervisors and team leader responses follow.
1.  Please identify any people related issues or problems in your department/area?

•  Training can assist with motivational issues in my department.

•  Not all employees have an understanding of what ‘Kell Container’ is all about.

•  Training can help to build participative management styles and employee

involvement.

•  Training will help to assist other ‘real life’ experiences that some people may have

not encountered.  As Kell continuously faces many changes, programs can be
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established to help individuals become more aware of the changes and realize the

importance of the change.

•  Communication problems & people related issues.

•  I have a very energetic group that is very willing for additional knowledge.

•  Training can assist with new personnel issues.  Hiring at times seems to employ

individuals with little experience.

•  Awareness programs can help individuals understand other department job duties.

•  General education requirements such as reading/writing/math could assist some

individuals.  Rotation plans for learning other job duties help to stimulate learning as

well as keeping individuals from working with the same people on a daily basis.  At

times individuals that work for long periods together can be unproductive situations.

•  May times training needs to be addressed by individuals working with experienced

workers.  Observation of experienced workers helps the trainee to develop not only

the understanding of the job task but the troubleshooting techniques required to be

proficient.

•  Training can help to assist with personality conflicts.

•  There is no real consistency in the training my employees are currently receiving.

•  Time is not allowed for the proper training to take place.  We learn by errors and

experience over time.

•  Training is improving but still appears to be a low priority on second and third shift.

•  Teambuilding /Communication – help to eliminate departmentalized feelings.
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•  People on second & third shift need to stay familiar with other machine operations.

Many people have the basics but would like to see additional training to stimulate

learning.  Also training in safety has improved tremendously over the last few years

but would like to see this training improved on second and third shifts.

•  Training can assist in people related issues such as sleep deprivation, motivation,

concentration, cross training, eating/sleeping issues, & back up/resource knowledge

•  Training can assist with employee relations/follow through/ assessments of situations.

Would like to see assessments of situations not only done by supervisors but by

workers involved as well.

•  Cross training and consistency of programs seem to be a big issue.

•  Training can assist with quality issues/understanding of internal systems &

procedures.

•  Understanding of systems and procedures  - training can assist individuals to look at

what they are about to do and have an understanding of how that action will effect

other departments.

•  Additional training efforts offend cause individuals to look for incentives or the ‘why’

should they take these extra steps to learn.

•  The amount of time to train individuals is very limited.

2.  Please identify any OJT related issues or problems in your department/areas.

•  Training can assist to introduce everyone to the Kell way & basic introduction to

corrugated.
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•  Training can assist with the basics to intro to corrugated.  Everyone should be

familiar with the fiber handbook.

•  More structure could be given to the internal training with manuals & educational

units to improve knowledge of corrugated.

•  Would like to see more structured programs to assist with the consistency of relayed

information.  Also training can assist to faithfully update changes and recap

information.

•  Structured programs can help to address time and consistency problems with current

training situations.

•  On the job training does not always address the out of the ordinary problems that one

may encounter.  A short training session could help to assist individuals to bring a

‘i.e.: machine problem/customer relation problem/safety problem’ to a group for

brainstorming or help through someone’s experience.

•  Structured programs with built curriculums can help individuals watch for basic job

characteristics but a good share of the OJT will need to come from mentoring and the

focus on real life experiences.

•  OJT is a situation by situation learning style.  Knowledge is obtained by internal and

external resources.

•  OJT is very inconsistent.

•  Because of the large work loads and last minute hires proper on the job training does

not take place.  New hires are released to their hired positions to quickly.
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•  On the job training is extremely inconsistent between shifts.

•  On the job training holds many inconsistencies with options & applications from

mentors.  Job shadowing is extremely important but more structured manuals and

training guides may assist with this problem.

•  Time is the main problem with OJT.  It never seems we have enough.

•  Temporary employees and new hires appear to have some differences during OJT.  It

may be assumed at times since a temp has been here for a period of time that they

should already be familiar with a certain procedure or system.  Through a more

structured program these assumptions will not be overlooked.

•  Through better-structured programs, cross training will be more successful.

•  OJT is a ‘hit or miss’ situation.  Cross training can be improved for all work areas.

•  Inconsistency is a factor with OJT that may be helped with structured programs but

time allotment is still the main issue.

•  More time needed for hands on learning.

•  The amount of time needed for OJT could greatly be improved if the current system

could be reevaluated for the amount of time it takes to get a new hire after a request

has been made.

•  We do currently have some good structured programs for OJT but they have no worth

if there is not enough time for the facilitator or the trainee to properly go through

these programs.

•  OJT could be improved with more simulation training.
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•  Documentation may help with time allotment for training.

•  OJT could be improved with self-paced programs and more hands on experience.

3.  Please identify the three most important staff training needs and explain why.

•  Philosophy/Quality/Service – Orientation Program Improvements- Structured OJT

Manuals

•  Intro. To Corrugated Program – Cross training Programs – Orientation Improvements

•  Philosophy of Kell – Intro. To Corrugated Program – Orientation Improvements

•  Intro. To Corrugated Program – Customer Relation Courses – General Ed (Computer/

Mathematical/Problem-solving)

•  Teambuilding – Intro to Computers – Cost Analysis Program (Time & Materials)

•  Cross Training Programs – Communication Programs – Orientation Improvements

•  Cross Training Programs – Orientation Improvements – Communication Programs

•  New Employee Orientation Programs – Interview Hiring Process – Change & how

we deal with it

•  Intro. To Corrugated – Cross Training Programs – Safety Update Programs

•  Cross Training Programs – Technical Training Programs – People Related Training

Programs

•  Technical Training Programs – Teambuilding Programs – Orientation Improvements

•  Intro. To Corrugated – Computer Application Programs – Cross Training Programs

•  Intro. To Corrugated – Orientation Improvements – Computer Applications
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•  Cross Training Programs – Communication

•  Safety Orientation Improvements– Employee Orientation Improvements

•  Cross Training Programs – Teambuilding Programs – Safety Program Improvements

& Updates

•  Quality Training – Cross Training – Kell Philosophy & Mission

•  Cross Training Programs – Orientation Improvements -?

•  Cross Training Programs – Technical Training Programs

•  Computer Application Training – Kell Systems & Procedure Training

•  Teambuilding – Kell Systems & Procedure Training – Employee Orientation

Improvements

•  (Plant & Maintenance) Machine Operations w/ cooperative effort with maintenance

to show ‘trick areas’ – Cleaning issues – Recognition of Problems  before machine

breaks

•  (Plant & Maintenance) Basic training in hand tools

•  Cross Training – Employee Work Group & Participative Management Training

4.  Please identify the three most important training needs that you have and explain

why.

•  Dealing with Personnel – Participative Management Training

•  Train the Trainer – Facilitation

•  Legal updates – Philosophy & Mission  - Teambuilding
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•  Customer Relations – Estimating – Understanding of Corrugated

•  Conducting Performance Appraisals – Personnel Management – Teambuilding

•  Management Style Awareness – Dealing with Personality Issues

•  Territorial Management – Negotiation – Selling in the 21st Century

•  OJT – Customer Relations – Technical Training - Flexographic Printing

•  Interview Hiring Process Training – Legal Updates – Compensation & Benefits

•  Cross Training – Technical Training – Dealing with People Related Issues

•  Cross Training – Technical Training – OJT Improvements

•  Technical Training – Teambuilding – Corrugator Knowledge

•  Teambuilding – Technical Training – OJT Improvements with Recap Training

•  CPR/First Aid – Fork Lift Training Improvements – OJT Improvements

•  Safety Orientation Improvements – Machine Guarding – Behavior Modification

•  Team Leadership Programs – Forklift Operation Program Improvements – Driver

Certification/Safety Updates

•  Electrical Troubleshooting – Computer Applications – Offsite Experiences w/Similar

Equipment/Departments

•  Supervisory Management Training – Technical Troubleshooting – Computer

Applications/General Education

•  Cross Training – Behavior Modification – OJT Improvements

•  Machine Capability Training – Cross Training – Computer Applications
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•  Internal Program Computer Application Cross Training  - Performance Appraisal

Training – Technical Training Recaps

•  Cross Training – Stress Management

•  Electrical Troubleshooting – Machine Tool Mfg. – More Structured Programs on

New Equipment (i.e.: External Training)

•   Cross Training  - Quality Control

5.  What current training programs exist in your department and do you have any

formal manuals or training itinerary?  If so, can you supply copies?

•  There are none.

•  There are some external programs.

•  Mainly external programs

•  There are existing OJT programs-Estimating, back up specialist, customer service.

The programs are structured more towards the tasks and duties of a given position

with many resources available.  Individuals typically go through a two-week training

period with recap training for the next two months as needed.  Job shadowing is a

typical method of training.

•  Job shadowing is the typical training method.  There are sections of training done

with videos.  No formal retraining takes place.

•  A formal ‘Action Selling Process’ training takes place at this time.  This is a two-day

course, which consists of worksheets, actual experiences, and overheads. Retraining
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takes place over a 4-6 month period until all modules of the training session are

fulfilled.  This program is monitored with assessments & evaluations.

•  No formal training takes place at this time.  Much of the OJT is done through job

shadowing.

•  Most training is done through the resources that are available – such as computer-

oriented programs, internal resources and external programs.

•  No formal manuals exist at this time.  All training is basically hands on learning.  No

retraining.

•  OJT programs typically follow an eight-week period.  Many handouts are given to the

new employees and job shadowing then plays a big part of this process.  Follow ups

are done on a daily basis and a weekly review of material recaps

•  OJT training is constructed on a situation to situation basis.  No formal manuals exist

at this time.  The typical training period for a new hire is 8-10 weeks.  Cross training

takes place and much of this is done through job shadowing.  Follow-ups are

conducted through observations and daily recaps with trainee.

•  There is a formal manual currently used for the flexos. (Langston Flexo Training

Guide)  The die cutters are in the developmental stage of putting together a manual.

Much training is done through job shadowing & job rotation.

•  Learning takes place job to job, there are no formal training manuals.

•  There is a formal manual for receiving and the shipping procedure manual is still in

progress.
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•  There are many formal manuals and existing safety programs.  Package programs

such as lock out, haz com, sheet plant -AICC.  Material handlers go through a

classroom/video/test/hands on training program.

•  Training exists more through locating the proper resource.

•  No formal programs – job shadowing typically.

•  No real specific programs.  The safety program seems to hold the most formalization

as far as manuals & programs.

•  No, all programs have been hands on and verbally instructed.

•  No formal training programs.

•  Shipping procedures and forklift certification has been formulized.  Job shadowing

relied on heavily to learn the job duties and tasks.

•  No formal training exists.  There is no real way to structure a program but procedures

and tasks may be documented.

•  No formal training existing but many resources are available.

•  Training exists more on a situation to situation basis.  No formal manuals exist except

for the shipping department.

•  Training for our department depends more on resource availability.

6.  What is really expected from training?

•  Quality and service improvement is expected from training.  Also better performance

and reduction in errors.

•  Reduction in errors and an increase in active performance.
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•  Retention of employees and reduction in errors and injuries.

•  To allow individuals to understand the Kell philosophy and develop a comfort level

to do the job.

•  To provide a clear understanding of job expectation and skill level to meet

expectations and to grow.

•  I expect training to be meaningful, effective, targeted, and continuous.

•  To accomplish company background and philosophy, systems & procedures, problem

solving.  Training should help individuals go beyond the limitations of the job and

duties – innovatively attack challenges and go beyond limits.

•  Once a development of the foundation is established changes will occur such as

retention, improvement of quality, & cost reductions.

•  Training will provide personal growth and a stimulus for some to want to grow.

•  I expect training to help individuals retain knowledge and perform job tasks with little

supervision.

•  I expect training to help reduce errors made from poor judgements due to pressure.

•  Develop low maintenance people in a team environment.

•  I expect training to be the ‘prepared information’ (meaningful resource) that

accompanies on hand experiences.

•  Training should be a one on one method more so than a group effort.
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•  I expect training to be continuous to help individuals become competent and

comfortable with the processes.

•  Training can help people develop an awareness to new as well as existing procedures

& systems.

•  I expect training to be a scheduled time to concentrate on new information or

performing a task.  Training should put a plan into action and always have follow-

ups.

•  Training is a cooperative effort by everyone.  Training needs to be continuous and

evaluated to make sure knowledge is being applied.

•  I expect training to give the hunger to learn.  The outcome; less questions, more

confidence, and reduction in errors.

•  Improvement on work results and increase in knowledge.

•  I expect training to provide knowledge and reinforcement.

•  Improvements and better problem solving skills.

•  To help individuals not only know how to do a task but why.  Training allows

individuals see how their performance fits into the whole system and how their

actions affect performance.

•  Training provides opportunities for individuals to grow.

7.  Who should be accountable for training at Kell Container?  Briefly describe your

role in the training process.

•  Human resources and managers, Kell’s should address company philosophy
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•  ‘Everyone’ with coordination from human resources

•  Important for managers and Kell’s to participate for better buy in.

•  Human resources for orientation.  The balance for each of the individual departments.

•  Human resources in conjunction with managers and supervisors.

•  Every manager and person who has individuals reporting to them.  Human resources

should assist but each department should develop their programs.

•  ‘Everyone’ – It is management’s responsibility to provide resources but it is the

responsibility of the employee to provide initiative to be sure they are being trained.

Training is a two way street.

•  Managers and HR take a cooperative approach to assess the needs for training.

Supervisors, team leaders, and employees support the efforts and participate as active

trainers at times.

•  It is responsibility of all managers, supervisors, team leaders to make sure employees

are getting the proper training.

•  Because everyone participates in the training process for new hires, training can be

very inconsistent.  Accountability for training should be with one individual. (Focus

on OJT)

•  Human resources should coordinate training efforts.

•  Supervisors and managers.  Managers address problem and decide budget.

Supervisors develop and facilitate at times.   Accountability for OJT may need to be

appointed to one or two people to form consistency in training new hires.
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•  Cooperative effort between supervisors and managers to decide training needs.

Human resource plays a role in the development process.

•  Human Resources

•  The people with the expertise in a given area accountable for training.  Overall

everyone plays a role.

•  Training should be coordinated through the HR department but facilitated by

managers, team leaders, and supervisors.

•  Accountability for training lies within the person who has the expertise in the needed

area of improvement.  This may be internal as well as external trainers.

•  Human resources should be accountable.  Responsibilities include the development

and follow-ups.  Facilitation should be done by the person knowledgeable in the

given area.

•  HR with assistance of managers.  Facilitators should be chosen by the individual with

the expertise.

•  The Kell’s are accountable but managers need to allow time for training.

•  Managers need to coordinate the training efforts but the best facilitator is the person

doing the job.

•  We are getting to a point where a trainer is needed, but currently the human resource

and managers coordinate; and supervisors and team leaders develop and facilitate.

Time is a critical issue in this process, corners are always being cut and the training is

not always being completed.
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•  Cooperative effort between supervisors and team leaders to develop programs.

Managers coordinate and implement.

8.  How prevalent are errors/injuries/performance due to lack of training?

•  Errors – approx. 25% lack of knowledge, performance – extremely high and injuries I

do not contribute to lack of training.

•  I can not identify many examples where errors/injuries/ or performance played a part

in the lack of training.  I feel that people are very aware of techniques and safety

issues.

•  Every error we create is due to lack of training.  Training can improve performance

and create awareness to prevent injuries.

•  Performance & errors I contribute to lack of experience not lack of training.  These

are time issues.  I feel injuries are not contributed to the lack of training.

•  Errors – 80% due to lack of training or lack of the quality of training.  Performance &

Injuries – 80% due to the lack of training.

•  Errors and performance occur due to the lack of experience not the lack of training.

Demands and workload pressures contribute to poor non-experienced judgements.  I

do not find injuries to be happening because they lack training.

•    The majority of errors are due to the lack of training.  Performance such as speed

and set up times comes with time and experience and injuries  are not prevalent to

lack of training.
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•  Errors & Performance– definitely due to lack of training.  Injuries do not occur

because people lack  training, more like they lack good judgement.

•   I do not contribute errors to the lack of training; it is part of the learning process.

Performance improves over time and I find it hard to say lack of training for injuries

because we have an excellent safety program.

•  Errors – 2% due to lack of training.  Performance – 98% due to lack of training.

Injuries do not occur because people lack training, we need more enforcement.

•  Errors & performance issues are due to lack of training, but we can not find injuries

to be a factor because we have a good safety program.

•  Errors and Performance can be reduced with more structured training programs.   I

find training to play some part in injures issues but not many.

•  Training can provide awareness to performance and error issues but time and

experience still plays the major role.

•   Errors and performance can be reduced with additional training.  Injuries are not real

prevalent to the lack of training.  We have a good safety program.

•  Errors and performance issues happen because of the lack of consistency in the

training.  I don’t find many injuries happening due to lack of training, though

improvements to the safety program with more visual on site recap training sessions

could help reduce chances for injuries.

•  Performance can be improved with training by building knowledge and confidence in

job duties.  Errors and injuries I find to be not so prevalent to lack of training.
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•  Errors – 50% due to lack of training   Performance – 10% due to lack of training

Injuries – 0% due to lack of training

•  Errors – 75% due to lack of training.  I contribute this to the top down philosophy of

learn as you go instead of train.  Performance – 75% due to lack of training.   Injuries

– 10% due to lack of training, most are plain carelessness.

•  Performance issues are due to lack of training.  Errors and injuries – 0% due to lack

of training.

•  Errors – 40%  due to lack of training   Performance – 40% due to lack of training

Injuries – 0% due to lack of training

•  I find errors, performance and injuries not prevalent to lack of training.

9.  How much time would you allocate to training & what time of the day works best for

your department?

•  One hour out of the day acceptable for average programs- start of shift.  Open to day

seminars and external programs.  Best time – Lunch period, after work, or weekend.

•  One to two hours out of the day acceptable for average programs – start of shift.

Open to possibly a Saturday a quarter for training.  Best time – Beginning of shifts.

•  Two days max. for structured courses.

•  (OJT Focus) 8-12 week program

•  (OJT Focus) 8 week program, daily follow ups, 6 and 12 month reviews

•  One hour a day for acceptable for average programs – start of shift.  Use slow time of

the year for additional training recap programs.
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•  (OJT Focus) 8 week program.  With an appointed trainer I feel this program could be

cut back to 4-6 weeks.  Would like to see technical training take place three times a

year.

•  One to two hours out of a day acceptable.  Best time for second shift between 8-11.

•  (OJT Focus) 8 week program.  Two hours a day minimum with trainer.   Best time

beginning of shift.

•  One hour out of a day acceptable.  Best time end of shift-late afternoon.

•  (OJT Focus) 8 week program.  One to two hours minimum each day spent with

trainer.

•  Would like to see self paced programs implemented.

•  Very flexible with time allotment to train.  Best time:  anytime.

•  One hour out of a day acceptable.  Best time:  Beginning of shift.

•  Best time:  Before noon and never at the end of the week.

•  Best time:  Beginning of the shift.

•  Best time:  Mid morning but before noon.  (OJT Focus) With structured program 4

weeks.

•  (OJT Focus) 6-8 week program.  First week 8 hrs a day with the trainer.  Second &

third week 4 hrs a day with the trainer.  Once a quarter for retraining sessions.

•  Best time:  Beginning for shift.
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•  (OJT Focus) Two hours a day spent with trainer for the first week  Best time for

additional train programs – end of day.

•  Very flexible for training times, but mornings typically work best.

10.  Other thoughts and suggestions.

•  External programs must be customized and facilitated by experts.

•  Consistency and formalization is important to successfully kick off this training

movement.

•  Training needs to be continuous

•  Double back ups can assist this training movement.

•  Training does play a large role at Kell.  Improvements could be made to the

consistency of the training.

•  Training needs to be continuous.

•  We can not make an employee learn, but we can provide them with opportunities.

•  HR role is a facilitator of change.  Training and turnover go hand in hand; by

connecting with individuals this gives them a feeling of ownership.

•  Time is the biggest issue in training.  We never seem to have enough time.  With

more formalized programs and some structure maybe we can help to correct this

situation.

•  If we are going to focus on training, it is important to get second and third shift

involved.
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•  It would be a great start in the training if we could learn more about KSP.  Many of

the people have never been formally introduced to what really goes on in this

division.

•  OJT needs to be more consistent.

•  Let the employees help to identify what types of training they need.  Some times it

seems like too much emphasis on managers knowing what training is needed.

•  Introduce some of the new self-paced training programs to the employees.

•  I believe it is important to make sure that all three shifts participate in training

programs and interact with each other.

•  Familiarize the employees with the different types of training programs that takes

place at other corrugated plants.

Discussions

Common themes and responses appear within each of the four populations, as
well as across populations.  The following summary will discuss some of these common
training themes, which include roles, selection of trainers, processes and formal
procedures.
1. Please identify any people related issues or problems in your department/area.

This training movement will help to assist in motivational issues, teambuilding, and
communication problems and improvements.  The current thoughts of the employee
seem to have hesitation to the success of this assessment and evaluation.  It appears
that such movements of the past had very little follow through.

2. Please identify any OJT related issues or problems in your department/areas.
Time and consistency were most commonly suggested as the pitfalls to the success of
past training programs.  Training outlines are developed but due to work load
demands many times short cuts are taken.  Much training happens through job
shadowing and no one individual is appointed to train so many inconsistencies occur.

3. Please identify the three most important staff training needs and explain why.
Overall the entire staff needs to be informed on the philosophy of Kell Container, the
company’s expectation on teambuilding and the emphasis on the importance of cross
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training.  The growth of the company has double within the past five years and the
foundation of this family owned business’s expectation have somewhat disappeared.

4. Please identify three most important training needs that you have and explain why.
Common responses were the need for improvements to the existing orientation
program, better technical training and a program to help develop more team leads or
trainers so the training becomes more consistent with on the job training.

5. What current training programs exist in your department and do you have any formal
manuals or training itinerary?

Nearly all respondents agree that there is no formal, documented curriculum built training

programs.  Though much of the training that takes place does have documented resource

manuals describing processes and procedures.  Almost all participants agree that the

skills they have developed around their roles are through experiences, rather than formal

training.

6. What is expected from training?
Most common response was training will reduce errors and  increase the active
performance.  This will conflict with question eight.  In that response it was over fifty
percent of the time answered that training does not reduce errors.

7. Who should be accountable for training at Kell Container?
The roles of the executives, managers, supervisors and team leaders are discussed.

The general consensus of responses outline the role of the Human Resource

Department is to be the coordinator of the training functions.  Managers and

supervisors are to assist with curriculum development and actively participate in the

facilitation of the programs.  Also the executives have expressed their role to actively

participate in the facilitation of training programs.  Most internal trainers are selected

based on the experience and job knowledge they have acquired.  These selected

trainers usually have no educational training skills only job experience.  Though all
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people interviewed were open to outside consultants based on the fact that the

individual does hold real life experiences in the given area.

8. How prevalent are errors/injuries/performance due to the lack of training?

Half of the responses believe training can reduce errors and others believe lack of

experience not training reduces errors.  There was a firm belief that the safety training

was of excellent quality at Kell.  This caused the response to injuries to reflect that

the lack of training is not causing injuries at this time.

9. How much time would you allocate to training & what time of the day works best for

your department?

Eight  week OJT programs, one to two hour update or informative training sessions

and the training to take place at the beginning of shifts seem to be the most common

responses.

10. Other thoughts or suggestions.

Responses varied greatly to the exact evaluation processes to existing training

programs.  Roles and responsibilities of evaluations differed not only within certain

populations but also across populations.  Only one interviewee suggested that the

evaluations be looked at not only to evaluate the trainee but an evaluation should be

developed to evaluate the trainer.  In addition to discussions about evaluations, there

are discussions about rewards and incentives.

Additional issues from the interview responses are discussed in the following

chapter.  Conclusions are drawn, and recommendations for improvements are made.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

This chapter contains three distinct sections: a summary of the study, conclusions

based on the results of the study, and recommendations related to the study.  The

summary section contains a restatement of the problem, describes methods and

procedures used in the study, and major findings.  Conclusions and recommendations for

future actions and future research are based on the analysis of the responses.

Restatement of the Problem
No formalized assessment has been conducted on the training issues within the

Kell Container Corporation.  This study will answer the following questions:
•  What is the current state of training programs at Kell Container?

•  What recommendations can be proposed to improve current programs?

•  What additional training programs should be added?

Methods and Procedures
An interview was the method used in this study to collect information.  This

approach is designed to obtain in depth data attached to the topic of study and is intended

to see nonverbal behaviors that may give clues to additional questions that may enhance

the effectiveness of this study.  Executives, managers, supervisors and team leaders were

asked questions about the current training processes; the questions were designed to

uncover the current state of training programs and give individuals an opportunity to

express ideas of new training for the future.

A total of 24 people participated in the study: 3 executives, 5 managers, 8
supervisors, and 8 team leaders.   Interview guides were created for each participant.
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These guides asked questions about characteristics of current training programs specific
to their department and the individual’s role in the training process.  Upon reviewing all
notes from the sessions, responses were then listed randomly for each question into a
document.
Major Findings
1. None of the people interviewed identified any type of written documentation

concerning curriculum built training programs.  Therefore, it can be concluded
that documentation does not exist; though resource material is readily available.

2. Current training programs are not given frequently enough to update the new
hires.  The number of employees is increasing dramatically.

3. Time and consistency in the OJT training are identified as the major pitfalls to
most training programs.

4. Many express a constant pull between training people and meeting production
schedules.

5. Content of existing training programs is not consistent between shifts.  This is due
to the lack of a curriculum based training programs.  Most training is administered
with resource material and knowledge of the appointed trainer.

6. Many resources are available for new hires.  Organization and awareness of this
material needs to be centralized.

7. As determined from this interview, training that is given the highest priority
covers such topics as new employee orientation, technical and non technical skills
development or upgrading; line supervision; communication skills; literacy
computer skills; health and safety; customer relations; service/quality/awareness
and management.

Recommendations for Findings

The recommendations for future action are listed in this section.  These
recommendations are based upon the most frequent responses for suggested
improvements to existing training programs.  Figure 3 shows the prioritized suggested
programs.

8. Employee Orientation – 23%
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9. Technical & Non Technical – 23%

10. Customer Relations – 17%

11. Computer Skills – 15%

12. Line Supervision – 10%

13. Communication – 6%

14. Safety – 6%

The researcher’s suggestion would be to take the above areas and do a separate

assessment on each topic.  It would now be important to randomly include employees

other that management to get a better understanding of improvements or additional

trianing.  Complete follow through will be the success of this training movement.  Keep

employees informed and involved in the process.  There is a lot of hesitation in the

company by the employees.  This should not be approach as a trend or a fad but a

movement to a brighter future and personal gain for these employees.

I would also suggest getting involved with other training groups in the local area

such as the ASTD and find outside consultants specifically for the corrugated industry.

Work also with the local Chippewa Valley Techincal College for it has many training

opportunities for the business world.  One last thought would be to promote training do

not enforce it.  There are many eager people employed with in this company with the

desire for personal growth.  This training movement will have an everlasting effect if the

approach is done carefully and effectively.
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Figure 3.  Prioritized Training Programs

Recommendations for Future Study
The recommendations for future study are listed in this section.  These

recommendations are based on the collected data.
1. A more details study could be performed by interviewing employees other than

management.
2. Supplementing the interviews a private survey could have been distributed to the

interviewers for more anonamous recommendations and suggestion to be added to
the study.

3. Several of the interviews were given with the Human Resource Director present.
I would suggest for future study that he not be present.  The researcher alone
gave a better environment to the managers as a neutral party.

4. After the research was completed and the results were presented to management
no follow through was given to the employees or the people interviewed.  In
future studies I express this to be a very crucial part to the study.  Feedback must
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Computer
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Safety
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be given to validate their time and efforts.  The researcher during this study did
not have the authorization to distribute results.
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: MIKE, TOM, JOHN, MANAGERS, SUPERVISORS, & TEAMLEADERS

FROM: TRISH SWEENEY

SUBJECT: TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

DATE: JULY 6, 2000

CC: T. TROUTMAN

Training - Today’s Knowledge is Tomorrow’s Success

Your role is vital in the day to day success of the manufacturing operations here at Kell Container.  In
planning for training, it’s essential to involve decisionmakers and representatives of all levels and
departments of the organization, to gain both an understanding of the company’s specific business goals
and to help identify how training can be used effectively to achieve strategic objectives.

One of the strategic plans of management for 1997-1998 was to evaluate the current training
demands of the organization and to develop appropriate programs based on your needs.  I have asked the
following people to participate in a maximum - 45 minute interview - to assist with this needs assessment.

All participants in this study will remain anonymous and confidential, unless they specifically
agree to give up this right.  Anonymity means that participants do not give their names on the responses
they provide and confidentiality means that responses for individuals are not revealed unless they
themselves have given permission.

Attached is a schedule identifying the times, dates, &  locations for the interview.  It is very
important that this schedule be followed due to the timeliness of this study.    For further information, I may
be contacted at Ext. 382.

In advance, thank you for your help!

APPENDIX A
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: TIM BAKER

FROM: TRISH SWEENEY

SUBJECT: TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

DATE: JULY 6, 2000

CC: TERRY TROUTMAN

“training, training, training”

As a selected participant in this study, you are a key to the success of this training movement.   It
is important to consider this an opportunity to express openly and honestly your current feelings about the
current training programs, the future needs, and how we can bridge the gap.

This is  to remind you that  an interview time has been scheduled  for you tomorrow at 8:15a.m in
the supervisors conference room.  I have asked Terry Troutman to sit in on your interview.  I would like to
reiterate the fact that your responses will remain anonymous and confidential, unless you specifically give
up this right.

Attached is a copy of the interview itinerary and I ask that you review these questions in advance.
These questions are very open ended questions.  They are to allow you to share your ideas, thoughts, and
suggestions as you perceive the questions.  Please do not forward these questions to other interviewees.
Each individual will receive the questions one day in advance to their interview.

I want to mention briefly this assessment is a cooperative effort between the Human Resource
department and myself as a student of the University of Wisconsin - Stout to help identify future training
needs for Kell Container, Kell Specialty Products, & Kell Fulfillment Center.

In advance, thank
you for your help!

Appendix A
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Executives:

Location:  Manager’s Office

Mike Kell November 10, 1997 8:00a.m.

Tom Kell November 10, 1997 9:00a.m.

John Kell November 10, 1997 3:30p.m.

Managers:

Location:  Manager’s Office

Rick Gates November 11, 1997 8:00a.m.

Mike Schliesmann November 11, 1997 9:00a.m.

Terry Troutman November 11, 1997 3:30p.m.

Ralph Follendorf November 12, 1997 8:00a.m.

Jan Hilton November 12, 1997 3:30p.m.

Supervisors:

Location:  Supervisor Conference Room

Neil Nelson November 13, 1997 12:15p.m.

Dave Kisselburg November 13, 1997 8:00a.m.

Appendix A
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Roger Stodola November 13, 1997 7:00a.m.

Jim Cranston November 13, 1997 3:30p.m.

Mark Simpson November 13, 1997 4:30p.m.

Mike Holmgreen November 14, 1997 8:00a.m.

Larry Brown November 14, 1997 12:45p.m.

Dan Byrnes November 14, 1997 12:15p.m.

Team Leaders:

Location:  Supervisor Conference Room

Mike Mullen November 14, 1997 3:30p.m.

Jeff Rossow November 12, 1997 7:00a.m.

Bruce Marsh November 07, 1997 7:00a.m.

Larry Walloch November 14, 1997 4:30p.m.

Darin Boos November 07, 1997 11:00a.m.

Tim Baker November 07, 1997 8:15a.m.

Kris Johnson November 17, 1997 8:00a.m.

John Hodges November 10, 1997 6:00a.m.
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